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RESOLVE CREATING THE COMMISSION.

Chapter

Resolve

providing

sion RELATIVE TO
for

*

100

an Investigation and Study by a Special CommisTHE USE OF CERTAIN AIRPOBTS AND THE FACILITIES THEREAT

for

Certain Aircraft.

Resolved, That a special unpaid commission, consisting of two members of the
senate to be designated by the president thereof, three members of the house of

representatives to be designated by the speaker thereof, one person to be appointed
by the governor, the commissioner of airport management or his representative,
the commissioner of commerce or his representative, and the director of the Massachusetts aeronautics commission or his representative, is hereby established for the
purpose of making an investigation and study relative to the use of certain airports and the facilities for the landing and taking off of certain aircraft. In the
course of its investigation and study said commission shall consider the subject
matter of current senate document numbered seventy-one and current house documents numbered eight hundred and eighty-nine and two thousand and sixty-seven.
Said commission shall be provided with quarters in the state house or elsewhere,
may hold public hearings, may travel within and without the commonwealth and
may expend for clerical and other services and expenses such sums as may be appropriated therefor. Said commission shall report to the general court the results
of its investigation and study and its recommendations, if any, together with drafts
of legislation necessary to carry such recommendations into effect by filing the
same with the clerk of the senate not later than the third Wednesday in January,
Approved June 22, 1956.
nineteen hundred and fifty-seven.
%
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RESOLVE REVIVING AND CONTINUING
THE COMMISSION.

I
Chapter

Resolve
make
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and
the Special Commission established to
Investigation and Study relative to the Use of Certain Air-

reviving

ports and

the

continuing

Facilities

thereat for

Certain Aircraft.

Resolved, That the special unpaid commission established by chapter one hundred of the resolves of nineteen hundred and fifty-six is hereby revived and continued for the purpose of continuing its investigation and study relative to the use
of certain airports and the facilities thereat for the landing and taking off of certain aircraft.
In the course of its investigation and study, said commission shall also include
the subject matter of current senate document numbered 495, relative to the use
of a seven passenger helicopter for air-taxi service in Boston, Brookline and Cambridge to and from hotels, railroad stations and airports and the feasibility of the
establishment of such service on regular schedules as a private commercial venture,
utilizing leased public lands of the said cities or the commonwealth or of the metropolitan transit authority or privately owned lands, and subsidized by the carriage
of mail.

Said commission shall be provided with quarters in the state house or elsewhere,
may hold public hearings, may travel within and without the commonwealth, and
may expend for clerical and other services and expenses the unexpended balance
of item 0257-04 of section two of chapter six hundred and eighty-eight of the acts
of nineteen hundred and fifty-six, and such additional sums as may be appropriated
therefor. Said commission shall report to the general court the results of its investigation and study and its recommendations, if any, together with drafts of
legislation necessary to carry such recommendations into effect by filing the same
with the clerk of the senate not later than the last Wednesday of May in the curApproved April 4, 195
rent year.
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

The Special Commission created by chapter 100 of the Resolves
of 1956 and revived and continued by chapter 35 of the Resolves
of 1957, and directed to study and investigate the use of certain
airports and the facilities thereat for certain aircraft herewith submits its final report.
Organization.

Subsequent to appointment of the membership of the Commisa meeting was held and the Commission was organized with
Senator Charles W. Hedges of Quincy as chairman and Representative Rico Matera of East Boston as vice chairman.
The Commission held several executive meetings, one of which
was at the Boston Logan Airport, and a public hearing was held at
the State House on the provisions of the bills referred to us for our
study and report.
The scope of the Commission was extended in 1957 to include
Senate, No. 495 which related to the establishment of helicopter
service to railway stations and airports in Greater Boston.
A brief description of the bills referred to the Committee, together
with the Commission’s recommendations, is presented herein with
the reasons therefor.

sion,

Senate, No. 71

and

Senate, No. 495

These bills call for an investigation of the practicability of providing helicopter or similar facilities adjacent to the major cities of
the Commonwealth for the promotion and development of industry
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and commerce, as well as the establishment of helicopter service to
railway stations and airports of Greater Boston.
Upon investigation by the Commission it appears that there are
presently no approved or registered heliports in Massachusetts.
Such operations are now based at existing airports.
The first known scheduled passenger carrying helicopter service
in the United States was operated between the roof of the Motor
Mart Garage in downtown Boston and the Boston-Logan Airport.
This service was discontinued after a few months because operating
costs far exceeded any possible revenue from passengers carried. #
During the prison riots at the old State Prison, small two-place
helicopters were used to ferry press photographers from the Boston
Common to vantage points over the prison. This graphically
illustrates the small landing areas required by helicopters and one
of the possible uses for an eventual heliport.
At present there are six licensed helicopters in Massachusetts.
There are four at Wiggins Airways at the Norwood Airport, one at
East Coast Aviation at Hanscom Field in Bedford and one at the
New Bedford Airport.
Some types of fixed wing airplanes known as STOP (for short
take-off and landing), like the Helioplane perfected by Professors
Bollinger of Harvard Business School and Koppen of MIT, can take
off and land in a very limited area. After further developments
this type of plane will probably be able to operate from large heliports.
Compared with fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters are expensive to
buy, to operate and to maintain.
With regard to heliports, extensive studies to determine adequate
standards for the construction of heliports are now under way,
and it is expected that nationally approved standards will be available soon. Miscellaneous studies on the subject have been made
at the national level.
It would appear that the cost of operation of present available
helicopters precludes their use as an important aid to industry ancW
commerce, except in unusual circumstances. Indications are, however, that refinements in aircraft and production in volume will
slowly reduce the operating costs and bring them more within the
sphere of practical operation.
According to the “Engineering News Record” of July 19, 1956,
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“the first New York heliport is being erected as a temporary facility
to set a pattern for future service.”
The Port of New York Authority has undertaken this $320,000
temporary facility. They estimate that it will take about three
months to build; it will be located on a strip of land 70 feet wide
and 400 feet long at the foot of West 30th Street, on the Hudson
River. It will have two 40 bjr 80 foot touchdown pads, a helicopter
parking area of 50 by 50 feet and a 20 by 40 terminal building.
Brussels, Belgium, has a heliport which is in the center of the city
*and is used extensively by the Sabena Air Lines Helicopter Service.
This helicopter service, incidentally, extends to various cities in
France, West Germany and the Netherlands, operating from the
Brussels Airport.
In Appendix A of this report will be found in detail charts and
information on operating costs, characteristics of helicopters, with
particular reference to land and air zoning, noise and so forth.
But on the basis of testimony received, the Commission believes
that not only helicopter operations but the use of the smaller types
of airplanes, usually classified under general aviation as distinguished from scheduled airline services, are of constantly increasing
importance to the development of commerce and industry.
The Commission finds that the establishment of ground facilities
for these purposes is, under existing law, primarily a responsibility
of the local community concerned, and that both the Commonwealth, through the Aeronautics Commission, and the federal
government, through the Department of Commerce, give substantial technical and financial aid to the communities.
The Commission heard testimony to the effect that the development of this type of facility is not adequate in the Commonwealth,
especially in some of the more recently established industrial areas,
and that the reason may be that small airports or heliports frequently benefit many adjacent communities in addition to the one
that pays for them. Although the General Laws presently provide
joint action by several communities in this respect, no advantage
has as yet been taken of this provision of the law.
Recommendation

The Commission therefore recommends that a reasonable appropriation be made and earmarked for the purpose of making a study
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of possible improvements in the laws to stimulate co-operative action
by adjacent communities.
Along these lines we quote a recent editorial in a Boston newspaper, which indicates the trend as stated herein:
Heliport in the

Cards.

Word that there will soon be helicopters on the White House grounds for the
President’s use points up the fact that this method of shuttling by air is beginning
jl
to develop in a large way.
Characteristically, Boston had the country’s first commercial heliservice a few
years ago; it linked the roof of the Park Square Building with Logan International
Airport.

It was discontinued because it did not pay. The helicopters could then carry
only passengers. But larger and much improved machines are being built. In
proposing a major development on the North End water front, the City Planning
Board suggested last May that a heliport be included.
Now, in its monthly “Notes,” a very useful service which has just been established, the board tells what other cities are doing to assist the development of this
form of service.

New York has a heliport on the Hudson River and a shuttle service to Idlewild
and LaGuardia Airports, as well as between them. Chicago is planning to connect
the Loop with its own two airports and certain suburbs. Pittsburgh is preparing
to lay out 36 helioraft landing fields within a 50-mile radius of its center. From
Los Angeles helicopters are already carrying passengers and mail to Long Beach
and other communities.

In addition, American passengers can now travel to Brussels by Belgian Air
Lines, then tour Europe by helicopter.
Of course, the great advantage this form of aircraft enjoys is the small area on
which it can land. San Francisco’s planned heliport is two acres, Chicago’s one
acre. Room can easily be found in the heart of cities, though some prefer to float
them on water, because helicopters still come in at a small angle.
A memorandum prepared for the City Planning Board three years ago expressed
the belief that helicraft will become commercially competitive for distances up to
200 miles. The rapid spread of urban areas may increase further the importance
of this type of service. Aerocabs and privately owned helicopters were also envisaged in the same report.
At present, helicopter travel is a luxury which only a few can afford. But it is
worth recalling that Woodrow Wilson on je predicted that the automobile
easily prove dangerous because it would ei nphasize the gap between the many and
the small minority which could afford to iwn a car.
His classic error warns us against lack of imagination with regard to the heliit. When we recall the Model T, wher we consider the cub plane, it is not difficult to foresee a future in which most people will commute in helicopters and cre-

pe traffic problems that will make those of today appear simple by

comparison.
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Boston, which had the first commercial helicopter service, has fallen behind in
this field, as it has done in so many others. Here the factor chiefly responsible for
the lag has been the nearness of the Logan Airport, which can be quickly reached
on the ground.
But the day is not far off when helicraft will furnish the quickest travel from
the heart of Boston to several New England cities. Even now, many would welcome this form of service across the bay from the North to the Shore Shore. We
do not know, moreover, what changes the jet age will bring in the location of major
airports.

In the development of helicopter facilities and service we dare not fail to keep

'ppace.
As a result of our findings, the Commission recommends that both
the Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission and the Massachusetts
Department of Commerce keep this subject under review as well as
the subject of the use of small airports and small aircraft in the
industrial development of the State.

House, No. 889.
This bill calls for an investigation of the laws, regidations and
practices of airplanes landing and taking off over the city of Boston.
The Commission finds that all flights of aircraft, not only over the
city of Boston, but over any portion of Massachusetts, are governed, through the Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission, by the
provisions of chapter 90 of the General Laws and regulations made
pursuant thereto; in the case of interstate commerce by pertinent
provisions of federal law administered by the Civil Aeronautics
Authority; and in the case of strictly military operations by the
Department of Defense.
From testimony received, it appears that existing laws and regulations are adequate, and are presently being applied in a satisfactory manner. Consequently, the Commission has no recommendations for legislation or other action in this field.
House No. 206
,

#

This bill would prohibit the use, except in emergencies, of any
airport within one mile of a city with a population of 50,000 or over
by a commercial jet aircraft. This proposal would apply to the
Boston (Logan), Worcester, Fall River, New Bedford, Lawrence and
Pittsfield Airports.
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Boston (Logan) is one of the very few civil airports in the country with runways long enough and with approaches clear enough to
accommodate passenger jet aircraft.
The Commission was informed by the Air Transport Association
and representatives of various scheduled air carriers that 213 turbo
jets and 211 turbo props are presently on order by the airlines of
the United States, that substantial numbers will be in operation by
the year 1959, and that these airplanes will provide the first class
long range air passenger and air mail service of the future. Conse*
quently, any prohibition of their use in Massachusetts we believe
would deprive the people of the Commonwealth of the best type of
air service which will be enjoyed by other parts of the country beginning in 1959.

The jet transports will seat between 112 and 140 passengers,
cruise at altitudes of 30,000 to 40,000 feet. Long-range planes feature economy of operation equal to or better than present pistonpowered aircraft.
The Commission also heard considerable testimony to the effect
that the noise presently associated with military jets (there are no
civil turbo jets in operation in this country today) is no measure
of the noise which will be made by civil jets. Civil jets will not,
the Commission was informed, use afterburners which most high
performance military jets do, and all American manufacturers of
civil jets are being required, by airline purchasers, to so design the
product that the external noise will be acceptable from a community relations standpoint.
We are informed that Boeing has spent more than two and a
quarter million dollars of its own money to date on development of
a thrust-reverser and noise-suppressor for installation on the 707
jet transport, which will substantially reduce the external jet noise,
and that mechanical progress has been achieved which will result
in an airplane capable of operation from present airport facilities
with no more noise resulting to the surrounding area than that produced by present-day propeller driven transport aircraft.
A Douglas Aircraft representative advises as follows
It must be recognized that all jet operation to date with which the public is
familiar has been without any silencing whatever. In the past year or two experimental silencers have been developed that markedly decrease the noise level with
little or no reduction in thrust. Every month shows progress towards even better
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silencing devices. We and others in the industry are devoting great effort at high
priority to this problem and will continue to do so. The progress already made
justifies the assurances we have given the airlines that by the time jets go into
commercial operation they will be much less disturbing than the jets of today,
and will be suitable for operation in areas served by current civil aircraft.
Furthermore, there is already evidence that after these jet transports first go
into operation subsequent improvements in silencing devices will be more than
sufficient to outweigh the effect of increases in engine thrust. As a matter of fact,
for any given thrust level, the advanced engine that will be used is quieter than the
initial engine because it is greater in diameter and has lower exit velocities.

Test flights by experimental passenger carrying jets recently were
made into Idlewild Airport in New York and Friendship Airport in
Baltimore with no apparent noise difficulties.
All testimony, evidence, statistics and data presented to this
Commission indicate that the future trend world-wide is toward
jet transports and the Commission feels that if restrictive legislation
of this type were enacted applying to Massachusetts airports commercial flying would receive a severe setback, and in the competitive field might react economically against the Commonwealth, and
therefore we recommend that no favorable action be taken on House,
No. 2067.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES W. HEDGES,
Chairman.

RICO MATERA,
Vice Chairman.

JOHN J. CAMPBELL,
FRANCIS X. McCANN.
JOHN M. EATON, Jr.
JOSEPH SHARKEY.
CROCKER SNOW.
EDWARD H. McGRATH.
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A.

HELICOPTERS AND HELIPORTS.

Operating

Characteristics.

The helicopter is capable of vertical ascent and descent; horizontal flight forward, sidewise or backward; can fly from zero
(hovering) airspeed to its maximum rate longitudinally and has
low maneuvering speed in other axes; can if necessary land in an
area only a few times the diameter of its main rotor; can land
safely in the event of power failure by autorotation.
However, for the safety and economy required in scheduled commercial operation the helicopter will use an angular forward take-off
and landing. Requirements vary considerably, depending on the
type of craft and safety regulations. Generally, the helicopter will
rise from 3 to 10 feet vertically then begin horizontal acceleration
and climb out. Acceleration, from hovering to 40 mph will require
250 to 300 feet; at this speed the climb-out angle will be from 10
to 25 degrees. Landing approaches are made at from 30° to 45L
Helicopters may have one or two rotors and one or two engines
four combinations. The trend is toward multirotor and engine
craft because of the increased safety, dependability and increase
of angle in take-off and approach possible with more power. Rotor
dimensions vary from about 35 to 90 in diameter and little increase
in rotor dimensions is expected above this maximum. Maximum
over-all dimensions vary from about 58 feet to about 135 feet.
Gross weights of craft in use and expected up to 1970 vary from
4,000 pounds to 50,000 pounds. Landing gear is generally tricycle
or quadricycle with the greater part of the load distributed on two
wheels of the main gear.
Cruising speed of most craft presently in use is about 90 mph;
the manufacturers expect this to increase to about 145 mph, and
craft now in development reach 140. Cruising range is 200 to 300
miles and may be extended to 1,000.
Since helicopter engines operate at high power settings they
produce an appreciable amount of noise and in the development of

#
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enough lift to become airborne produce down drafts of hurricane
velocity. Turbine engines, which are expected to become the
future power plants for helicopters will alleviate some of the noise,
improve general operation and lower the costs.
Heliport Requirements.

The operational characteristics of the helicopter, the type of
service and safety regulations dictate the requirements for ports.
It is recommended that routine flight paths should not be over
business or residential areas because of safety and noises: they
should follow r waterways, parkways, railway lines or areas of an
open nature.
The size of the actual landing and take-off area varies with the
size and type craft, type of service and operating procedure. The
landing and take-off area can be as small as 100 by 100 feet and is
expected to reach but not to exceed 200 by 400 feet. Parking area
for a secondary heliport, with helicopters taxied, can be as small
as 60 by 60 feet; for a major port the ultimate expected is 100 by
160 feet. If a method is developed whereby power can be applied
to the wheels, or if ships are positioned mechanically, the required
taxi area can be minimized. All designs should be based on a tworotor ship with rotor diameter maximum of about 90 feet.
Port structural design should take into account the following
existing and anticipated characteristics of ships ranging from those
in use in 1955 to the ultimate [after 1965] of both the aero-cab
15,000
service and intercity service types. Maximum weight
15 to 60. The land area
to 50,000 pounds; passenger capacity
should be stressed for impact loading approximately according to
the following: 0.7 of the gross weight will be the impact load applied on an area of 144 square inches on ships up to 16,000 pounds
gross weight; above 16,000 pounds gross, the impact load will be
applied to an area which in square inches is equal to the ratio of
the gross weight of the craft to 16,000, multiplied by 144 square
inches. Impact loading in pounds per main gear will range from
10 500 to an ultimate (for a major port) of 35,000. The area specifically designed for touch-down (sometimes called “pads”) can be
limited to half the rotor diameter in width and half the maximum
dimension of the craft in length.
In addition to the landing area, loading and unloading area, and
—
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associated facilities, the approach zones of the heliport must be
considered. There does not seem to be complete agreement on
specifications. The variables involved include: Angle of approach
and landing, whether ships are single or multi-engine, safety requirements in case of engine failure before flying speed and altitude
are reached, and the performance characteristics of craft with one
engine out of operation. Because of the slower speed and accuracy
with which helicopters can be controlled, smaller approach zones
are required than for fixed wing craft. When complete instrument
P
operation can be utilized by helicopters, steeper approach zones
can be provided; if the port site is such that alternative emergency
landing places can be provided, approach zones can also be more
restricted.

Approach zone width at landing area 200 to 300 feet: width to
increase at 15° angle symmetrically on both edges to width of
1,000 feet and continue at 1,000 feet; zone slope 1:8 eventually to
be decreased to 1:4, where emergency landing areas can be provided,
with no emergency landing areas, 1:20 to ultimately be reduced to
1:4. If a curved approach zone is used, width should be the same
as above and minimum radius of turn 650 feet. Approach zone
transition areas should slope 1:2.
Other facilities provided at the heliport will depend on the type
of operation to be carried on. For example, to take advantage of
the helicopter’s ability to operate from a small downtown port additional facilities would be kept to a minimum to conserve space.
In such ports area would have to be provided for storing one disabled ship, but no regular repair and storage facilities would be
provided nor would fuel be stored. These auxiliary functions would
be carried by a suburban port or provided by a shared airport.
The aero-cab, downtown port, would also provide a minimum accommodation for passengers in keeping with type of traffic handled.
Otherwise, the heliport facilities will parallel those of the standard
airport in control facilities, baggage and passenger service accommodations.

Rooftop heliports which offer maximum access to downtown
areas and give the helicopter its major advantage in short-haul
transportation, are not generally recommended as a simple facility.

The landing impact data given above indicate the structural
requirements of the touchdown and loading areas. It is generally
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assumed that helicopters of a gross weight of about 20,000 pounds
would operate from these ports, not the larger ships. Rooftop
ports reduce land cost; some facilities can be stacked on more
than one level to reduce space required; approach zone protection can be somewhat reduced if the port location is higher than
other near-by structures, turbulence is reduced. However, in order
to take advantage of these characteristics some special equipment
is required, such as special elevators or moving stairways, lobby
and/or processing areas for passengers, freight and baggage handling facilities. And, if parking space or service facilities are to be
provided below the flight deck, elevators for ships will be required.
The port must be self-contained for the handling of emergencies.
Such ports are physically practical for smaller helicopters but would
be expensive.
Economics

of Helicopter Operation.

In general it appears that helicopter service is more expensive than
fixed-wing operation. There is general agreement on the extreme
differences between cost structures in operating the two types of
craft. It is felt that the cost of helicopter operation is an entirely
new and as yet uncharted area. The following are only indicators
of a general nature.
If the average helicopter flights could be extended to 100 miles,
as in intercity service, the available ton mile cost might be brought
to within five times that of the Local Service Airline present cost
experience (1954). In 1953, direct costs of three helicopter operators
(Chicago, Los Angeles and New York) varied from $3.27 to $4.59
this compares to 14 cents for trunk airper available ton mile
lines and 22 cents for Local Service Carriers. Helicopter costs
15 times that of the Local
equal about 35 cents per seat mile
Service Carriers. Assuming a6O per cent load factor and a 3:2
ratio of direct to indirect costs, the helicopter fare for break-even
would be close to $1 per mile.
The subsidy figures required to operate the small helicopter now
in scheduled service speak for themselves in pointing to the need
for a larger vehicle. The average price for each passenger ticket
sold by New York Airways is $7.44. The CAB subsidy per passenger carried by NYA averages $48.99. The figures for Los Angeles
Airways are even higher (1956).
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Another authority argues the cost comparisons given above
with the following: It now appears that a multi-engine transport
helicopter can be operated at a level of direct cost per aircraft mile
which is comparable to the prevailing cost level of the CV-340 and
Martin 404 if the latter (fixed wing craft) are operated at the same
stage lengths which will govern the helicopter operations. The
total cost to move a passenger an average distance of 100-125 miles
in fixed wing craft ranges between 8 to 20 cents per occupied seatmile, depending on method of cost allocation of this not more
#
than 3 cents is absorbed by direct costs.
The weight of opinion in the material studied appears to be that
at present scheduled helicopter operation is not economically selfsustaining and that no operation, including that of Sabena in
Europe which is using Sikorsky S-55’s (8-10 place) has as yet been
carried on without loss. There is a dilemma in the reasons presented. On the one hand it appears that in order to operate economically larger ships are required; on the other hand, the larger
ships are going to find difficulty getting operation room in the
downtown ports which give the helicopter its greatest advantage
in time saving.
There are three types of markets in which it is thought that the
the intrametropolitan area market
helicopter can best serve,
(aero-cab), the intercity service, and the suburban commuter
service. The markets are expected to be developed and exploited
in the order named. The first is suited to an urban complex where
there are. scattered major airports or where the airport is a considerable distance from the downtown center. The second market
Worcester to Boston —is expected to be the most lucrative
and by far the largest. The extent of this service zone would be
approximated by distances between 50 miles and 250 to 300 miles
from the metropolitan center. Both of these market developments
depend on the availability of downtown heliports since the helicopter makes its greatest time saving in not having a long ground
travel time from port to business center. At long ranges the low %
cruising speed of the helicopter decreased this advantage.
Predictions of airline officials are that the helicopters will replace
twofixed wing operation in 36.9 per cent of the schedules
engined fixed wing craft on local service (DC-3’s). This is the
with a downmarket into which the helicopter can best move
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town heliport. Smaller airports (groups 4 and 5) may feel the
impact of the helicopter far more than the larger fixed wing ports,
such as groups 1 and 2, unless the smaller airports are located
“close in” to the business activity of the city they serve, in which
case they are in a strategic position for helicopter business.
Charts and Statistics showing Specifications and Availability of Commercial
Helicopters.
Manufacturers’ Specifications.)

[Source:

Estimated Period
Approximate Specifications.

of

Availability.

:

:

*

1958-1965.

1963-1970.

|

1955-1960.

I

Dimensions (feet):
Fuselage length
Overall length

i I

Width
Height

Rotors (feet):
Number
Diameter

32-42
48-65
6-9
13-16

60-55
80-90
14-16
15-18

65-80
130-140
10-12
24-27

1-2
53-35

1-2
53-44

86-80

1-2

Engines:

Number

1

Type

R

1

2

R

1

2

R-T-J 2

Weight (pounds):

Gross

5,500-8,000

11,000-15,000

25,000-35,000

Empty

3,900-4,800

7,000-12,000

20,000-22,000

8-10
1,400-2,000

15-21

30-40

3,500-3,700

10,000-12,000

110-115
85-100

135-145
116-120

145-160
135-145

Capacity (pounds):

Seats
Payload3
Speed (mph):

Maximum
Cruising

.......

Cost:

New 4
Modified

$120,000-140,000
$lOO,OOO-120,000

Direct Aircraft Operating Costs:
.
Per available seat-mile4

.

.

.1

$0.09-$O.lO

i

Reciprocating.

2

Reciprocating turbine pulsejet or ramjet.

At 50-mile range.
4 These costs as well

$165,000-185,000
$150,000-170,000

$365,000-400,000
$335,000 up

$0.06-$0.07

3

as all others in this report are based on current price levels,

$0.04-$0.05
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